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Moreover, this sound of God of War seemed to be infected, and gradually
more and more people began to shout.
At this moment, Lin Ziming is the god of war of the Chinese nation.
Whampoa Road, as the god of war in the Chinese nation, just now
Whampoa Road personally presented Lin Ziming with awards, which
actually means this.
And Lin Ziming, standing on the benchmark 100 meters above, heard the
cry of the god of war below, and his heart was also infected at this moment.
It was a feeling that he had never felt before, he was standing on top of
humanity!
Some are happy and some are sad.
For those foreign warriors, there are mixed feelings in their hearts. They
also look at Lin Ziming who is above the benchmark, only feeling extremely
desperate and powerless.
Lin Ziming is really too powerful, so powerful that they all have desperate
thoughts. Even if they have spent their entire life, they can’t follow Lin
Ziming’s pace.
Moreover, after Lin Ziming had the opportunity to enter the secret realm, his
strength would continue to improve.
Once Lin Ziming succeeded in breaking through to the God-Throughout
Realm, then it would really be unstoppable.
In their minds, it seems that a new era is coming.
This session of the Kung Fu Cup ended with Lin Ziming’s victory, and it
was a successful conclusion.
Lin Ziming, the champion, has naturally become a superstar.
In the evening, Hua Guo hosted a grand prehistoric celebration feast for Lin
Ziming.
There are countless people who come to give Lin Ziming a toast.
Fortunately, there are a lot of people who come to Lin Ziming. Otherwise,
he must have been drunk too.
However, even so, he still feels uncomfortable after drinking this dozen
kilograms of liquor.
Taking advantage of the opportunity in the gap, he quickly found an
opportunity to escape from the crowd.
In terms of his character, this kind of celebration is really tormenting for
him.
He only relaxed a lot when he came out on the balcony and the cool breeze
was blowing.
He rested for two minutes, and suddenly heard footsteps coming from
behind.
It’s the sound of high heels.
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Which woman should it be?
Soon, the voice came to his back and stopped.
He was about to turn his head when he heard a nice voice.
“Instructor Lin, you are here, congratulations.”
Lin Ziming turned his head and saw a flowery face with a small mole on the
corner of his eyes, and wearing that sexy evening dress, the whole person
looked very charming and sexy, full of women’s charming!
I don’t know if Lin Ziming drank too much wine. When he saw this woman
at first glance, his dantian actually produced a flame, burning his body and
rushing straight to the forehead.
In an instant, he even had a desire to get the woman in front of him! !
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